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Many writers are uneasy with the vocabulary of the dominant geometry of
development, employing quotations and footnotes to signal their critical use of terms
such as “third world” and “development.” These scholars and practitioners are attempting
to distance themselves from an ethnocentric vision of a hierarchical distinction between
the northern west as “ﬁrst” and others as somehow “lagging” behind, in “third” or even
“fourth” place. However, even these critical usages can evoke a more-or-less traditional
understanding of geopolitics. For example, the term “third world” was ﬁrst posed during
the 1789 French Revolution as a way to refer to a “third estate,” or people in poverty
lacking political power, and since then has been critically used to denote spatial actors,
such as communities united through shared experiences of oppression based on race,
ethnicity, class, or gender hierarchies; of economic distance from or dependency on the
global capitalist economy; or of anti-colonial political struggles. The dominant, Point
Four-inspired geometry of development typically essentialized diverse groups of donor
and recipient nations into broad geopolitical categories. An alternative geometry of
development framework can accommodate a variety of social groupings (i.e., new spatial
and institutional actors), along local and regional lines, that resonate more clearly with
cultural histories and contexts.
SEE ALSO: 䉴 Communication Technology and Development
Theories 䉴 Lerner, Daniel
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At present, there are over 50,000 international organizations with a total budget easily over
US$250 billion devoted to improving social, economic, political, and health conditions
around the world, speciﬁcally in less developed countries (Directory of Development
Organizations 2007; → International Communication Agencies). The current status of
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modern international development organizations can be traced back to the end of World
War II and the ofﬁcial launch of the United Nations. Indeed, while other organizations predate the UN, including religious and political bodies, it was the formation of the UN and
its many subsidiary programs and funds that helped catalyze international → modernization
efforts.
MODERN HISTORY OF DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTIONS
This launch also coincided with the establishment of the World Bank, the International
Monetary Fund, and the Bretton Woods System in 1944. While the Marshall Plan for
post-World War II recovery focused on bilateral agreements made with individual
European countries, Bretton Woods created a multilateral system that provided economic
aid to developing countries through loans that were tied to changes in economic policies
in the recipient countries (Spero & Hart 2003).
In the United States the ﬁrst bilateral assistance to developing countries began with the
Truman Point Four program (a Marshall Plan for the third world), which provided skills,
information, and equipment from 1950 onwards, and other legislation that led to shortterm assistance. But it was the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 that sought to address longterm world development needs through a bilateral system of loans and grants to be
administered through the US Agency for International Development (USAID). To this
day, USAID is the primary federal US agency for assisting developing countries. It
employs a wide range of communication strategies to support its programs of disaster
relief, poverty eradication, and democratic reform (Melkote & Steeves 2001).
During the Cold War era from 1947 to 1989, development aid was offered according to
east/west ideological principles. One of the most obvious examples of this was the Peace
Corps, initiated by John Kennedy in 1960. During this period, political rhetoric was often
part and parcel of communication strategies employed by development agencies. The US
development efforts closely followed foreign policy objectives, frequently tying aid to US
technology, experts, and communication systems.
In Europe, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) was
one of the earliest organizations to establish a goal of supporting economic development
both within and outside its 30 member countries. Established in 1948 to coordinate the
Marshall Plan as the Organization for European Economic Cooperation, OECD has
emerged to offer its assistance to more than 70 developing countries. One of its major
programs is in the promotion of information and communication technologies in
sustainable economic growth and social welfare (→ Telecenters).
Once the Soviet Union began to fragment in the early 1990s, communication research
and development organizations experienced a substantial paradigm shift. Largely absent
from the communist/capitalist geopolitical framework, international development
organizations lost their status as central to governmental policy focus, and hence the
economic support for many of their activities. However, nongovernmental organizations,
now grouped with trade unions, faith-based organizations, community groups, indigenous
peoples’ organizations, and foundations under the umbrella title of civil society organizations, have increased their activity in development assistance (Mody 2003; → Transnational
Civil Society).
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MISSIONS OF DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTIONS
Many of these organizations use communication strategies and support communication
projects in their work. These organizations operate at the international, regional, national,
and community levels (see Table 1). A far-reaching group of organizations have made it
their priority to develop media organizations and work for a western-style free press.
These efforts include funding for infrastructure, training for the use and maintenance of
such networks, and education for journalists and citizens alike in creating and using
media for democratic ends (Wilson 2004; → Development Journalism). Additionally, some
organizations work to insure that journalists who speak or write against the government
are not treated unfairly, imprisoned, or executed.
Civil society organizations focusing on communications, such as Panos (working with
journalists and other communicators) and CFSC (Communication for Social Change
Consortium), were created as networks of smaller organizations in order to increase the
potential impact across more countries and with greater resources addressing a wider
range of development issues. Other groups organized around networks of faith, like the
World Association for Christian Communication, made up of a range of ecumenical
Christian funding partners, focus on communication as a human right.
Since the diffusion of communicative technologies, most recently the → Internet, has
been shown to be linked to advances in education, health, and income, many international
development organizations began to re-emphasize the importance of communication in
their strategies. The United Nations made the information society the theme of one of its
major world summits in 2003 and 2005, thus pointing other international development
agencies in this direction and drawing in technology-based organizations, such as the
Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility and various countries’ Internet societies,
to focus on development issues (Carpentier & Servaes 2006; → United Nations, Communication Policies of).
Another common mission is to effect social change in health-care and practices and in
education, and to reduce poverty. In some instances, local programming is created in an
effort to match cultural needs and norms (→ Health Communication; Health Campaigns,
Communication in). These efforts, such as the → UNESCO-sponsored Sara campaign,
directed to the education needs of young girls in Sub-Saharan African countries, are to be
lauded, but may exceed their target audiences and reduce their effectiveness when
exported multinationally. Many international organizations focus on solving particular
problems, such as AIDS, illiteracy, or child welfare. Others support particular groups,
such as migrants or indigenous peoples. Some of these organizations cross national borders,
while others work at local levels within particular countries, such as the Rainforest Action
Network (→ Migration and Immigration; Activist Media).
Still others operate only at the national or local level. One such organization in India,
the Self-Employed Women’s Association, established in 1972, grew out of a trade union
for textile workers. In order to promote the rights of women workers, this organization
has used a range of communication technologies to disseminate information and tell
the stories of women workers’ successes to other workers. Based on its successes in
India, SEWA organizers have helped spread the movement to South Africa, Yemen, and
Turkey. Though SEWA was begun as a gender-based organization, it has widened its
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Table 1

International development organizations and communication

Mission
Develop media and establish free press
Social change in health, education, and poverty
Social justice for women and oppressed groups
Send economic aid, enhance free trade
Several of the above goals
Type of organization
NGO and civil society
Governmental
National
Regional
International
Intergovernmental
Private foundation
Academic
Religious
Period of activity
Pre-World War II
Early (1946–1975)
Middle (1976–1995)
Late (1996–present)

Representative organization
International Press Institute
Academy for Educational Development
United Nations Population Fund
Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development
Organization of American States
Representative organization(s)
World Congress on Communication for Development
United States Agency for International Development
Development and Educational Communication Unit
(India)
Caribbean Institute of Mass Communication (Jamaica)
International Development Research Center (Canada)
United Nations; World Bank
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation; Ford Foundation
International Communication Association
World Association of Christian Communication
Representative organization
International Federation of Journalists (1926;
relaunched 1946)
United Nations Economic and Social Commission
for Asia and the Paciﬁc (1947)
International Programme for the Development of
Communication (1981)
International Institute for Communication and
Development (1997)

focus to home workers and vendors in other countries (→ Development, Gender, and
Communication).
Finally, there are a number of international development organizations with goals that
encompass all, or a number of, the above-mentioned areas and using a wide range of
frameworks in their approaches. These supra-mission organizations are usually well
funded and have great discretion in choosing projects and locations as well as extending
or restructuring their overall mission. Private foundations are able to change their focus
frequently, and many organizations within the UN often have sub-programs or organizations under one umbrella to achieve larger goals such as gender equity or access to
education (Servaes 1999).
SEE ALSO: 䉴 Activist Media 䉴 Development Communication 䉴 Development, Gender,
and Communication 䉴 Development, Geometry of 䉴 Development Journalism 䉴 Health
Campaigns, Communication in 䉴 Health Communication 䉴 International Association
for Media and Communication Research (IAMCR) 䉴 International Communication Agencies 䉴 International Communication Association (ICA) 䉴 Internet 䉴 Migration and Immigration 䉴 Modernization 䉴 Telecenters 䉴 Transnational Civil Society
䉴 UNESCO 䉴 United Nations, Communication Policies of
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During the 1970s and 1980s, the United Nations Educational, Scientiﬁc, and Cultural
Organization (→ UNESCO) was the site of vociferous debate about global communication.
Collectively, these arguments have come to be known as the → New World Information
and Communication Order (NWICO) debate. Nations of the south, many of which had
relatively recently emerged from colonial domination, demanded a restructuring of the
ﬂows, distribution, and practice related to global information and communication. Many
nations of the west, led by the United States and Great Britain, resisted any restructuring,
arguing that such changes would have to be mandated by governments and would
amount to undermining sound universal principles such as the free ﬂow of information.
Among the most contentious issues in the debate was development journalism – a term
referring to the role of the press in the process of socio-economic development, primarily
in countries of the south (→ Development Communication).
Development journalism was conceived in the 1960s at the Press Foundation of Asia
(PFA), where Filipino journalists Alan Chalkley and Juan Mercado were concerned that
news organizations were inadequately covering socio-economic development. Journalists
were reporting government press releases and quotes but giving little attention to detailed
analysis, interpretation, or evaluation of development projects, policies, or problems.
Their concerns led Chalkley and Mercado to organize seminars at the PFA to train
journalists in the art of development journalism.
THE DEBATE ABOUT DEVELOPMENT JOURNALISM
Development journalism, as conceived at the PFA, implied an adversarial relationship
between independent news media and the government in which reporters offer critical

